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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes an automatic algorithm consists of techniques that can separate 
overlapping RBC for enhancing RBC image to improve counting precision. The proposed 
algorithm is able to automatically count RBC of colour blood smear images based on the 
quality or challenging conditions of the images such as poor illumination of blood smear and 
most importantly overlapping RBC. The algorithm comprises of two RBC segmentation that 
can be selected based on the image quality, circle mask technique and grayscale blood smear 
image processing. Detail explanations including experimental results that show the 
effectiveness of the proposed techniques are described in this paper. The proposed algorithm 
has been successfully detect and separate agglomerate RBC with 96% accuracy. Algorithm 
validation was verified with RBC distribution area and confusion matrix. 
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A complete blood count (CBC) is a common test performed in pathology laboratories for 
diagnosing diseases and helps to assess many symptoms of diseases [1]. Furthermore, CBC 
test results are able to reflect the amount of blood volume. A CBC test involves three 
evaluations; white blood cell (WBC), platelet and red blood cell (RBC) evaluations. RBC 
count is one of the tests in RBC evaluation that can detect diseases and other condition that 
affecting RBC [2]. The other conditions which an RBC count may be conducted are 
hereditary anemias such as thalassemia, drug-induced immune hemolytic anemia, idiopathic 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia, hemolytic anemia due to G6PD and Waldenström 
macroglobulinemia [3]. 
For most diseases described above, clinical examinations are required for advance medical 
examination decision [3]. In addition, further medical examination requires more precious 
early clinical examination results which compel to use software for analysis and measurement 
especially in applications based on detecting and extracting image features. The algorithms 
developed using the software is the gist for analysis to measure features and detect it exactly. 
For this purpose, automatic examination using dedicated devices are widely used especially 
for complicated medical type of images to extract region of interest (ROI) and compute 
necessary dimensions like surface and area covered by objects. 
In clinical examination, a CBC test is usually executed using sophisticated automated cell 
counter device which provides rapid and precise result. Some of these devices can process 
more than 100 samples per hour. However, a major drawback of these devices, especially 
impedance based devices is it can only check the volume and quantity of particles, and might 
not be able to properly differentiate tiny platelet clumps and nucleated red blood cells [4]. 
Platelets clumps may be misclassified as leukocytes or erythrocytes and nucleated red blood 
cells can be misclassified as leukocytes. On the other hand, some devices utilize flagging 
system to help identify abnormal cell counting [5]. The devices are pre-programmed to 
produce certain flags according to the internal algorithm such as nucleated RBC.  
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Fig.1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm for RBC image enhancement technique for cells 
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Flag and flag for disparity between two blood cell counts. However, these devices are unable 
to detect overlapping RBC and also produce false value of cell counting in overlapping 
condition [6]. Therefore, referring to the above drawbacks of existing devices, an automatic 
algorithm that can detect RBC and separate overlapping RBC is necessary.  
In our previous work, RBC classification in blood smear image was conducted [7]. However, 
the work only classified the normal, abnormal and overlapping cells without separating the 
agglomerates RBC. In this paper, an automatic technique of blood cell examination that is 
able to detect RBC and separate overlapping RBC into single RBC is presented. In the 
proposed technique, the algorithm that comprises of two RBC segmentation techniques is 
proposed. The new algorithm will help to derive more accurate results, less time consuming 
and avoid any misclassification of illness type. 
 
2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed automatic algorithm to detect RBC and separate 
overlapping RBC into single RBC, which consists of two RBC segmentation techniques. 
The algorithm starts when a colour blood smear image is fed into the algorithm, where image 
conversion will be carried out to determine the quality of the image. If the quality of the input 
image is good, the image will be automatically processed by circle mask technique which is 
labelled with (1) in Fig. 1. On the other hand, if the quality of the image is determined low, it 
will be processed using pre-processing first then RBC extraction labelled with (2) in Fig. 1. In 
this paper, we will discuss only about the two RBC segmentation techniques, (1) and (2).  
The circle mask technique (1) uses edge thresholding to detect RBC borders and circle masks 
to identify individual RBC in images. This method is accurate for detecting single RBC in 
good quality images that have less overlapping RBC condition. 
The second technique (2) uses pre-processing technique to produce images with clear and 
shaped features. This technique is divided into three subsystems; pre-processing, automatic 
RBC extraction and overlapping RBC segmentation. In pre-processing, image is prepared for 
processing steps which include grayscale conversion and image enhancement. Then, 
automatic RBC extraction is the step that detects and counts single cells only. Whereas, 
overlapping RBC segmentation process enable the separation of agglomerate RBC which 
includes morphological operation to diminish non-cell objects for identifying single RBC. 
The second method is suitable for detecting single RBC in poor quality images that have 
many overlapping RBC. 
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Then, both techniques utilize a controlled watershed technique for segmentation of RBC inner 
and outer marker (IOM) to avoid over-segmentation issue. Furthermore, city block distance 
technique is used to measure segmented image features. As the final step, boundary chain 
code technique has been implemented to encode the results of image separation. Detail 
explanations for both techniques are described in the next subsections. 
 
(a) (b) 
Fig.2. Edge detection using colour thresholding 
 
3. CIRCLE MASK TECHNIQUE 
This method is suitable for good quality images that have less overlapping RBC condition. As 
explained previously, colour thresholding technique utilizes edge thresholding to detect RBC 
borders. In order to threshold an RGB image, threshold value for each colour component 
needs to be specified first. Here, segmentation of overlapping RBC using this technique is 
described. 
Fig. 2 shows the method to modify three colours (red, green and blue) threshold values using 
adjustment sliders. As shown in Fig. 2(a), threshold value for red is 123 pixel, 118 pixel for 
green and 139 pixel for blue. The optimum values for affinity and homogeneity thresholds 
were found by changing them and watching the changes of each colour. Fig. 2(b) shows the 
result of a colour blood smear image after changing the threshold values based on Fig. 2(a). 
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As seen in the image, edge thresholding can differentiate in contrast between background and 
single RBC where circle RBC edges are shown clearly. The circle edges are detected to create 
circle mask on each RBC. However, the image shows that the overlapping RBC still 
unseparated. This can be done by increasing the colour sensitivity and centroid technique. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig.3. RBC detection using colour thresholding with circle mark (a) Single RBC detected (b) 
More single RBC detected after increasing circle mask sensitivity (c) RBC separated from the 
background using XOR operation 
Fig. 3 shows example of colour blood smear image treated with this technique. Fig. 3(a) 
shows that the technique detected several single RBC. Circle masks are created to show the 
detected RBC. Then, Fig. 3(b) shows an increase of detected RBC even with high overlapping 
RBC. This is achieved after increasing circle sensitivity and using centroid technique. Fig. 3(c) 
shows RBC separated from the background using XOR operation to make counting easier.  
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(a) 
Fig.4. RGB blood image split into three planes
(a) 
(c) 
Fig.5. Blood image with histogram before and after
Original image (b) Image histogram (c) Equalized image (d) Histogram of equalized image
 
4. GRAYSCALE IMAGE PROCESSING
This method is suitable for images that 
overlapping RBC or which need to be pre
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There are three subsystems involved; pre-processing, automatic RBC extraction and 
overlapping RBC segmentation as explained previously. 
4.1. Pre-Processing 
Pre-processing stage consists of grayscale conversion, image enhancement and morphological 
operation. 
4.1.1. Grayscale Conversion   
In this process, the red and blue channel of the input image is eliminated, while green channel 
is kept. This is due to the fact that blood cells have more contrast in green channel of RGB 
colour plane as shown in Fig. 4. 
4.1.2. Image Enhancement 
After grayscale conversion, the image undergoes image enhancement process. Image 
enhancement is the process of improving image quality and enhancing the appearance of an 
image or a subset of the image for better contrast or visualization of certain features and to 
facilitate subsequently more accurate image analysis. Usually, for image enhancement, some 
of the techniques that could be used are: point processing, histogram based techniques or 
mask processing in spatial domain or (high, low) filter in frequency domain [8]. In this work, 
spatial domain technique is implemented because enhancement operations are carried out on 
the whole image or on local region selected on the basis of image statistics such as histogram 
equalization, image averaging sharpening of important features such as contours or edges and 
nonlinear filtering (median filtering).  
Fig. 5 shows the result of image enhancement technique with histogram of equalized image. 
Fig. 5(a) shows the original image of RBC. Fig. 5(b) shows the histogram of the original 
image. Fig. 5(c) shows the equalized original image. Fig. 5(d) shows the histogram of the 
equalized image which easily separate between objects and background. 
4.1.3. Morphological Operation 
The enhanced image is treated with morphological operation. Morphological operation is 
based on a strong mathematical concept, which is used to change structure, size of blood 
image, remove border objects and fill the holes. Morphological operation involves binary 
erosion, dilation, opening and closing. The technique can also be extended to be used for 
grayscale image. Morphological opening remove, break and diminished the connection or 
objects which not contain the structure elements [9]. In contrary, morphological closing 
functions to join, fill and build connection and objects in the image. However, both of 
opening and closing operation have similar task which is smoothen the object contours. 
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Morphological operation has been implemented in the proposed algorithm to remove border 
objects and fill holes as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
(a)  (b)  
Fig.6. Morphological operation (a) Before morphological operation (b) After morphological 
operation 
Table 1. Confusion matrix 
 A Cell is Detected No Cell is Detected 
A cell 
exists 
a. The number of truly segmented 
cells by the algorithm 
b. The number of true cells that are not 
segmented by the algorithm 
No cell 
exists 
c. The number of falsely segmented 
cells by the algorithm 
d. The number of cells on the image where 
no cell segmented and algorithm do not 
consider as segmented cells 
 











Accuracy Recall Precision 
Image 1 108 13 6 95.27 89.25 94.73 
Image 2 124 5 8 94.16 96.12 93.93 
Image 3 98 15 4 96.58 86.72 96.07 
Image 4 130 3 3 97.79 97.74 97.74 
Image 5 128 2 8 94.2 98.46 94.11 
Image 6 134 0 5 96.4 100 96.4 
Average 121 7 7 95.73 94.71 95.49 
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(a)  
Fig.7. (a) Over-segmentation issue and, (b) solving over
(a)  
Fig.8. RBC count before and after solving over
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(b)  
-segmentation issue using control 
markers 
(b)  
-segmentation process (a) Before segmentation 
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Fig.9. Pattern images chosen randomly from blood smear images 
 
Fig.10. Number of isolated RBC and area of distribution for six images chosen randomly in 
Fig. 9 
 
5. OVERLAPPING RBC SEGMENTATION 
In overlapping RBC segmentation process, a blood image is divided into region of interest 
(ROI) with homogony regions over segmentation issue is controlled by IOM implementing on 
watershed technique.  
Fig. 7(a) shows an image of over-segmentation issue. Fig. 7(b) shows the control of 
segmentation using IOM in image. Fig. 8 shows RBC count before and after solving 
over-segmentation issue by separating overlapping RBC.  
As can be seen in Fig. 8, before segmentation, each overlapping RBC is counted as a single 
RBC. This is due to indifferent contrast between background and objects. Therefore, no sign 
for existing cell is detected. However, using the proposed algorithm, for each overlapping 
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RBC, border separation between cells are created after segmentation process as shown in Fig. 
8. The figure shows that before segmentation, only 57 RBC were counted. But, after 
overlapping RBC segmentation, an additional 77 RBC were counted successfully. 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
6.1. Algorithm Validation 
Average area of the separated RBC is used to validate the proposed algorithm. It is a robust 
technique that can validate and confirm the correct results of RBC clustering considering the 
overlapping pixels between the minimum two RBC [10].  
Fig. 9 shows six different patterns of RBC images taken randomly. Fig. 10 shows the number 
of isolated RBC and area of distribution for six images shown in Fig. 9. For each blood image, 
there is sufficient number of isolated RBC. The controlling of the area of RBC was validated 
by counting the separated red blood cells a normal distribution approximately is 767±142 
pixels of RBC, which implies 15.7±1.3 pixels of RBC radius and the area are 57 ∼108 pixels 
separated RBC which is enough number to calculate average RBC area. The best distribution 
of the area is the distribution follows the normal distribution with less variation [10].  
6.2. Algorithm Performance 
In preparation for describing the performance of the proposed algorithm, a brief review of 
performance measurements in pattern recognition is presented. The aim in pattern recognition 
is to automatically find particular patterns in a population with different patterns cases [11]. 
The outcomes of such process is true or false prediction. In this work, the aim is segmentation 
of RBC. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for the scenarios that can happen in separating 
RBC in an image. 
Performance of the algorithm such as accuracy, recall and precision can be measured based on 
the confusion matrix. Below are details of each perimeter: 
 Accuracy which is the percentage of correct predicted from the total number that are 
tested [12]. Accuracy is defined as: 
Accuracy =                                                          (1) 
 Recall is the percentage of the number of the cells detected correctly from the total of 
actual number of cells. 
Recall =                                                                (2) 
 Precision is the percentage of the number of correctly detected cells to the sum of 
correctly and falsely detected cells. 
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Precision =                                                              (3) 
Table 2 shows the results of the three perimeters (accuracy, recall and precision) for six 
different patterns of RBC images taken randomly. The table also shows the average area 
values for the components in Table 1 (components (a), (b) and (c)). As shown in Table 2, the 
average precision and recall values detected by the proposed algorithm is 95.49% and 94.71% 
respectively where the errors of counting are less than 5%.  
Basically, apart from using automatic RBC counter devices, traditionally ways of RBC count 
can be done using manual cell counting which is performed using microscopes and 
hemocytometer. The drawback of manual counting is that the precision is highly dependent 
on the operator which may prone to error. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper described an automatic algorithm for RBC image enhancement techniques for cells 
with overlapping conditions. The proposed automatic algorithm is consists of two techniques 
that can separate overlapping RBC to improve counting precision for any good and bad 
quality colour blood smear images. The proposed algorithm has been tested on 46 images of 
blood sample including bad illumination images and low contrast with high overlapping 
condition. Many methods that have been implemented for RBC separation show bad results in 
the case of overlapping between RBC and bad illumination. The algorithm developed in this 
work demonstrated average recall and precision values of approximately 95%. Furthermore, 
the proposed method is possible to identify and separate RBC with an average accuracy of 
96%. The performance of the proposed method show significantly correct results in all of the 
cases and an approximate count of red blood cells. In this work, two robust methods for 
automatic segmentation has been proposed in order to provide automated procedure for 
medical analysis. The results obtained show that the proposed method can provide an 
innovative way of identifying RBC and separating the overlapping RBC. The main advantage 
of developed algorithm is the ability to separate automatically RBC in high overlapping 
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